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PURSUANT TO North Carolina Utilities Commission (“Commission”) Rule R125, the Presiding Commissioner’s ruling made in open hearing on July 19, 2019,
intervenor Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (“SACE”), through counsel, files this
brief on certain issues in the current biennial proceeding, which concerns the 2018
avoided cost rates for Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (“DEC”), Duke Energy Progress,
LLC (“DEP”) (together “Duke Energy” or “the Companies”), and Dominion Energy
North Carolina (“Dominion” or “DENC”) (collectively, “the Utilities”). This brief is
focused on several key issues raised at the evidentiary hearing in this proceeding. SACE
is also filing a joint proposed order with the North Carolina Sustainable Energy
Association (“NCSEA”) and North Carolina Clean Energy Business Alliance
(“NCCEBA”) addressing additional issues raised in the proceeding.

I.

INTRODUCTION
SACE respectfully submits this brief opposing (1) Duke Energy’s proposed Solar

Integration Services Charge (“SISC”), (2) Duke Energy’s proposed capacity rate design
and seasonal capacity weightings, and (3) Duke Energy and Dominion’s proposed
revisions to the Power Purchase Agreement (“PPA”) Terms and Conditions that would
discourage the addition of battery storage to renewable energy facilities.1
The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (“PURPA”) and House Bill 589 (“HB
589”) were intended to foster the development of alternative energy sources and expand
the market for energy and capacity in order to benefit ratepayers.2 In direct contravention

1

This brief also opposes Duke Energy and the Public Staff’s April 18, 2019 Stipulation of Partial
Settlement regarding Rate Design (“Rate Design Settlement”) and May 21, 2019 Stipulation of Partial
Settlement Regarding Solar Integration Charge (“SISC Settlement”).
2
See infra Section II.

1

of these goals, the Duke Energy’s proposals would, if approved, undercut the
development of renewable energy in the State by artificially decreasing avoided cost
rates, imposing unjustified charges on solar facilities, and stifling innovation.3 In seeking
to justify their anti-competitive proposals, the Utilities take up the banner of consumer
protection, asking the Commission to second guess the conclusions reached by Congress,
the United States Supreme Court, and the North Carolina Legislature, that promoting
alternative energy development benefits ratepayers.
The Utilities have proposed in this proceeding integration charges aimed
exclusively at solar power projects that will make it more expensive for solar projects to
operate in the state going forward and have widespread implications for solar programs
beyond PURPA standard offer contracts. Duke Energy’s Solar Integration Services
Charge in particular, is based on a study methodology that is too far divorced from the
actual reliability standards the Companies must meet, lacks sufficient empirical testing,
and has never been adopted by any Commission for the purpose of quantifying renewable
integration costs.4 Duke Energy asks the Commission to disregard the recommendations
of SACE Witness Brendan Kirby, who wrote the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(“NREL”) technical report on operating reserves and variable generation,5 in favor of a
consultant who is “not an expert” on the operation of the North American Electric

3

See infra Section III.
DENC’s Re-Dispatch charge also raised many concerns by intervenors, but DENC took steps to address
the concerns raised, with the end result of reducing their proposed charge from $1.78/MWh to $0.78/MWh.
Tr. Vol. 5, p. 21, l. 19 – p. 22, l. 4; Tr. Vol. 5, p. 39, ll. 1-6. DENC has still failed to account for any solar
benefits that would offset the charge, but the Company has at least addressed some of the concerns raised.
Tr. Vol. 5, p. 208, l. 16 – p. 210, l. 6. In contrast, Duke Energy has not taken any steps to address
intervenor concerns, other than to run ambiguous “post-processing” techniques exclusively for the Public
Staff.
5
Tr. Vol. 5, p. 289 l.24 – p. 290 l.18. Witness Kirby’s credentials are not in dispute. See Tr. Vol. 4, p. 208,
ll. 10-20 (Duke Energy Witness Wintermantel acknowledging Witness Kirby’s “great credentials”).
4

2

Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) standards or the relationship between geographic
diversity and solar volatility;6 has no power system operating experience;7 and admits
that key assumptions in the Ancillary Service Study were dictated by what “Duke
employees… [who] had their hands in this model” wanted rather than empirically based
scientific standards.8 But even Duke Energy’s own data demonstrates that the Ancillary
Services Study’s predictions do not reflect reality.9 In fact, Duke Energy’s historic data
demonstrates that contrary to the Companies’ assertions, increases in solar capacity have
not correlated with increased operating reserves.10

The Ancillary Service Study

underlying the Companies’ proposed SISC is untested and unreliable, and cannot be
reasonably relied upon to impose a charge on solar Qualifying Facilities (“QFs”).
Duke Energy’s proposed seasonal capacity weighting and capacity rate design are
also problematic, as they devalue the capacity contributions of solar QFs. Duke Energy
has chosen to mostly ignore testimony provide by SACE Witness James Wilson
critiquing the Companies capacity rate design and seasonal capacity weightings, despite
the Commission’s orders in other proceedings requiring that Duke Energy work towards
resolving these issues.11 Instead of resolving the persistent issues identified by Witness
Wilson in Duke Energy’s resource adequacy studies, the Companies merely reference a
Joint Report between Duke Energy and the Public Staff that fails to address many of
Witness Wilson’s concerns.

6

Tr. Vol. 4, p. 190, ll. 10-16; Tr. Vol. 6, p. 23, ll. 6-8.
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 176, ll. 16-17.
8
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 181, ll. 19-22 (explaining that “the Company has chosen” not to include calculated
geographic diversity benefits in its modelling”); Tr. Vol. 4, p. 207, ll. 3-4 (“The Duke employees who have
years and years of experience had their hands in this model”).
9
See infra Section IV.B.2.c.
10
See infra Section IV.B.2.d.
11
See infra Section V.
7
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Finally, the Utilities paradoxically propose contract terms that will halt
deployment of battery storage, even as they acknowledge the potential of storage to
address the intermittency characteristics they say justifies the imposition of a solar
integration charge. All parties agree that co-located solar and battery storage facilities
can operate to smooth out solar intermittency and shift energy production to valuable
peak demand hours.12 Nevertheless, the Utilities propose new contract terms that would
prohibit QFs from adding battery storage equipment to their facilities without forfeiting
their PPAs. Worse, the Utilities attempt to retroactively, illegally alter the terms of
existing QFs Power Purchase Agreements (“PPAs”) to prohibit QFs from adding battery
storage. These proposals would unreasonably restrict QFs ability to take advantage of
beneficial new battery storage technology, stifle the continued development of renewable
energy in the State, and disadvantage ratepayers by “leaving value on the table.”13
In sum, the Utilities’ proposals in this docket conflict with Federal and State law,
impose integration charges that will impede independent solar production based on
flawed studies; discount capacity contributions by QFs; and stifle the adoption of battery
storage despite widespread acknowledgement of its benefits. SACE respectfully urges
the Commission to reject these proposals as described in greater detail below.

12
13

See infra Section VI.
Tr. Vol. 6, p. 300, ll. 21-22.
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II.

FEDERAL AND STATE LAW SUPPORTS THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE
ENERGY
This proceeding is governed by federal and state law, the stated policy of which is

to promote alternative, renewable energy development and increased competition to the
benefit of ratepayers.
A.

PURPA Requires Encouragement of Alternative Energy Development
and Fairness to Ratepayers

Under Section 210 of PURPA, cogeneration facilities and small power producer
facilities that meet certain standards can become qualifying facilities and become eligible
to sell their power to electric utilities at the incremental cost of alternative electric energy,
also known as avoided cost rates.14 Avoided cost rates reflect the costs a utility can avoid
as a result of obtaining energy and capacity from the QF rather than buying it from a third
party or generating it themselves.15

When QFs are paid at the avoided cost rates,

ratepayers should be indifferent from a financial perspective as to whether their power is
supplied by the utility or by a QF. In setting the “full avoided cost standard” in FERC
Order 69, the FERC recognized that “[a]lthough use of the full avoided cost standard will
not produce any rate savings to the utility’s customers, . . . ratepayers and the nation as a
whole will benefit from the decreased reliance on scarce fossil fuels, such as oil and gas,
and the more efficient use of energy.”16

14

16 U.S.C. § 824a-3(d).
Id.
16
FERC Order 69, at 12,222 (establishing the “full avoided cost standard” and citing commenter
perspectives regarding benefits broader than the avoided cost savings); Tr. Vol. 2, p. 334, ll. 20 – p. 335, l.
5.
15
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Underlying the requirements of PURPA is the reality that monopoly utilities have
historically been reluctant to purchase power from independent, alternative energy
facilities.17 Indeed, “PURPA was enacted, in part, to address discrimination by electric
utilities in the availability and price of power that they sell to and buy from cogeneration
facilities for resale.”18 In enacting PURPA, “Congress believed that increased use of
these sources of energy would reduce the demand for traditional fossil fuels, and it
recognized that electric utilities had traditionally been reluctant to purchase power from,
and to sell power to, the nontraditional facilities.”19
To this end, PURPA establishes a must-take obligation for utilities, paving the
way for increased alternative energy development and consumer benefits by broadening
the market to increase competition and shift away from fossil fuels. Courts across the
country have consistently recognized PURPA’s role to encourage renewable energy
development and bring new energy producers to market to compete with monopolies.20
Courts and economists alike have also recognized that increased competition benefits
customers by lowering prices.21

17

FERC v. Mississippi, 456 U.S. 742, 750, 102 S.Ct. 2,126, 2,132, 72 L.Ed.2d 532, 541 (1981) (“traditional
utilities were reluctant to purchase power… from nontraditional facilities.”).
18
See Indus. Cogenerators v. Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm’n, 47 F.3d 1,231, 1,232 (D.C. Cir. 1995).
19
Am. Paper Inst. v. Am. Elec. Power Serv. Corp., 461 U.S. 402, 404-05 (1983).
20
See Kamine/Besicorp Allegany L.P. v. Rochester Gas & Elec. Corp., 908 F. Supp. 1180, 1192
(W.D.N.Y. 1995) (recognizing “the ultimate effect of PURPA is to introduce new energy producers into the
marketplace” and affirming the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s view that PURPA “tends to
broaden the energy market as a whole” and that if “traditional utilities were successful in excluding
[qualifying facilities (“QFs”)], then, the long-range effect could be to reduce competition.”) (internal
citations omitted); In re Ownership of Renewable Energy Certificates, 389 N.J. Super. 481, 486, 913 A.2d
825, 828 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2007) (“Congress enacted the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of
1978 . . . to increase competition in the production of electricity and reliance on renewable energy.”); State
ex rel. Sandel v. N.M. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 980 P.2d 55, 58 (N.M. 1999) (“Congress introduced competition
into the generation component of the electric power industry by enacting the Public Utility Regulatory
Policies Act of 1978.”).
21
See, e.g., Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, 219-20 (Amherst, New York: Prometheus Books, 1991) (“To
widen the market and to narrow the competition, is always the interest of the dealers. To widen the market
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Throughout this proceeding, utility witnesses have asked the Commission to
second-guess the Supreme Court and Congress’s conclusions, and to assume that the
utilities have no bias against purchasing energy and capacity from nontraditional
facilities, and no interest in setting avoided cost rates that stifle competition.22,23 But the
will and intent of Congress, and the Supreme Court’s interpretation of such remains
controlling law and may not be discarded in favor of utilities’ assurances that they will
not seek to block competition to protect their monopoly power.
B.

State Law Requires Fairness to Ratepayers and Encouragement of
Alternative Energy Development

It is the policy of the State of North Carolina to promote the development of
alternative energy and reduce pollution from fossil fuels.24 For example, the State has
committed to promote the development of renewable energy and energy efficiency
through the development of a Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Portfolio
Standard (“REPS”) that will: “[d]iversify the resources used to reliably meet the energy
needs of consumers in the State”; “[p]rovide greater energy security through use of
indigenous energy resources available within the State”; “[e]ncourage private investment
may frequently be agreeable enough to the interest of the public; but to narrow the competition must always
be against it, and can serve only to enable the dealers, by raising their profits above what they naturally
would be, to levy, for their own benefit, an absurd tax upon the rest of their fellow-citizens.”); State v.
Atlantic Ice & Coal Co., 210 N.C. 742, 188 S.E. 412, 416 (“[M]onopoly denotes a combination,
organization or entity so extensive and unified that its tendency is to suppress competition, to acquire a
dominance in the market and to secure the power to control prices to the public harm with respect to any
commodity which people are under a practical compulsion to buy); American Moto Sales Corp. v. Peters,
311 N.C. 311, 318, 317 S.E.2d 351, 357 (N.C. 1984) (“horizontal restraints impede competition and lead
inexorably to increased prices.”).
22
See e.g. Tr. Vol. 2, p. 345, l. 24 – p. 347, l. 9; Tr. Vol. 4, p. 207, ll. 4-6. It is important to note that the
Companies status as the top purchaser of QF power in the nation is not indicative of Duke Energy’s lack of
motivation to maintain monopoly power, but of a favorable regulatory environment for QFs arising from
North Carolina’s historical PURPA implementation.
23
See also State v. Atlantic Ice & Coal Co., 210 N.C. 742, 748, 188 S.E. 412, 416 (N.C. 1936) (“Ruinous
competition by lowering pricing has been recognized as an illegal medium of eliminating weaker
competitors”) (quoting Fletcher’s Cyc. Corps., Vol. 1, c. 56, § 5016).
24
N.C.G.S. § 62-2(a)(10).
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in renewable energy and energy efficiency”; and” [p]rovide improved air quality and
other benefits to energy consumers and citizens of the state.”25 Reducing pollution to our
air and water is even enshrined within our state Constitution: “It shall be the policy of
this State to conserve and protect its lands and waters for the benefit of all its citizenry,
and to this end it shall be a proper function of the State of North Carolina and its political
subdivisions to… control and limit the pollution of our air and water.”26 It is this
Commission’s role to “regulate public utilities… in relation to long-term energy
conservation and management… in accordance with [these] policies.”27
This commitment was recently reaffirmed and strengthened by Executive Order
80, signed by Governor Cooper on October 29, 2018. Among other things, Executive
Order 80 set the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 40% below 2005 levels by
the year 2025.28
The passage of House Bill 589, S.L. 2017-192, created a new paradigm for
renewable energy acquisition in North Carolina, but did not alter the State’s underlying
commitment to promote alternative energy development. In signing HB 589, Governor
Cooper stated that the bill was “critical for the future of significant increases” in North
Carolina’s solar industry and reiterated that “a strong renewable energy industry is good
for our environment and our economy.”29

25

N.C.G.S. § 62-2(a)(10).
N.C. CONST. ART. XIV, § 5 (emphasis added).
27
N.C.G.S. § 62-2(b).
28
N.C. Exec. Order No. 80 at p. 1 (Oct. 29, 2018).
29
Gov. Cooper Signs Law Securing Thriving Solar Industry, Shows Commitment to Wind Energy with
Strong Executive Order, N.C. Governor’s Office, (Jul 27, 2017),https://governor.nc.gov/news/gov-coopersigns-law-securing-thriving-solar-industry-shows-commitment-wind-energy-strong.
26
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HB 589 established several legislative programs intended to spur growth of the
renewable energy industry in North Carolina, including the Competitive Procurement of
Renewable Energy (“CPRE”), N.C.G.S. § 62-110.8, Green Source Advantage (“GSA”),
N.C.G.S. § 62-159.2, and Community Solar, N.C.G.S. § 62-126.8 programs.

These

programs provide an alternative to—but do not replace—the State’s PURPA
implementation. Full subscription of the CPRE, GSA, and Community Solar programs,
along with a strong QF PURPA presence, will be necessary in order to achieve the State’s
alternative energy goals and commitments.

III.

DUKE ENERGY’S PROPOSALS IN THIS DOCKET WOULD HINDER THE
DEVELOPMENT OF RENEWABLE QF ENERGY IN NORTH CAROLINA AND
UNDERMINE LEGISLATIVELY-MANDATED SOLAR PROGRAMS
Viewed together, Duke Energy’s proposals will harm the financial viability of

PURPA solar QFs and solar generators participating in HB 589 programs, in direct
contravention of PURPA and HB 589’s intent. Duke Energy’s proposals also stand to
further harm ratepayers by narrowing the market and eliminating competition, and by
unnecessarily inflating the costs of CPRE and other HB 589 programs.
A.

Duke Energy’s Proposals in this Docket will Further Degrade
Opportunities for PURPA QF Development

In the Commission’s E-100 Sub 148 Order Establishing Standard Rates and
Contract Terms for Qualifying Facilities (“Sub 148 Order”), it stated that “[t]he
Commission will continue to monitor the amount of actual QF development and the
stability of avoided cost rates to ensure that ratepayers are not exposed to undue risk of

9

overpayments, while at the same time providing QFs with an opportunity to obtain
financing on reasonable terms.”30 Since then, zero (or nearly zero) QFs have signed
standard offer PPAs at the Sub-148 rates.31
Duke Energy’s proposals in this docket promise to impose further restrictions on
QFs. Duke Energy’s Late Filed Exhibit 4 illustrates the difference in estimated annual
payments for the “average” one MW solar QF under the Sub 148 rates and the rate design
proposed in Duke Energy and the Public Staff’s Rate Design Stipulation in this docket.32
First, it is important to note that while the Commission requested that Duke Energy
include the proposed SISC as a decrement,33 Duke Energy has not done so, noting at the
bottom of Late Filed Exhibit 4 that the comparison “does not reflect the DEC
Administrative Charge (DEP Monthly Seller Charge) or the Integration Services
Charge.”34 The omission of the proposed SISC—$1.10/MWh in DEC and $2.39/MWh
for DEP—from the comparison means that the annual payments QFs would receive under
the currently proposed rates will be substantially lower than those predicted in Late Filed
Exhibit 4. The SISC, if approved, would result in a $2,390 payment reduction in DEC
and $5,277 payment reduction in DEP relative to the total annual payment provided in
Late Filed Exhibit 4.
Even without the SISC factored in, Late Filed Exhibit 4 paints a dire picture for
QFs if Duke Energy’s proposals are approved. According to Late Filed Exhibit 4, a QF
30

Order Establishing Standard Rates and Contract Terms for Qualifying Facilities at p. 38, Docket No. E100 Sub 148.
31
Tr. Vol. 2, p. 348, ll. 14-19. Following the hearing SACE reached out to Duke Energy to clarify whether
any Standard Offer sub-148 PPAs had been signed. At this time SACE has not been provided with any
updates beyond the hearing testimony.
32
Duke Energy, Late Filed Exhibit No. 4.
33
Tr. Vol. 7, p. 153, l. 7 – p. 154, l. 9.
34
Duke Energy, Late Filed Exhibit No. 4 at p. 1.
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in DEC would experience a 27% decrease in total annual payment and a QF in DEP
would experience a 27% decrease.

With the SISC included, a QF in DEC would

experience a 30% decrease in total annual payment and a QF in DEP would experience a
33% decrease.35
The application of the proposed SISC in the manner detailed in the SISC
Stipulation would further harm the financeability of PURPA QFs in North Carolina. The
decreases to QF’s annual payment discussed above do not consider the impact that the
proposed “two year refresh” and SISC cap would have on the financeability of solar QFs.
In the May 21, 2019 Stipulation Regarding the Proposed Solar Integration Services
Charge (“SISC Stipulation”), Duke Energy and the Public Staff agreed that it was
appropriate for the proposed SISC to be “refreshed” at every biennial avoided cost
proceeding, so long as the new SISC did not exceed a “cap” set for each vintage. For the
Sub 158 vintage, the SISC Stipulation included a cap of $3.22 for DEC and $6.70 for
DEC—almost three times the proposed SISC for the Sub 158 Vintage.36 Duke Energy
Witness Snider recognized that a solar facility seeking financing as a QF or planning to
bid into an HB 589 program, would have to assume the full cap would apply during the
contract.37
Regarding the two-year reset, the Commission disallowed a similar proposal by
Duke Energy to “reset” energy prices every two years under the standard offer contract in
the E-100 Sub 148 proceeding. The Commission declined to adopt the two-year reset

35

Solar QFs with co-located battery storage located in DEP could potentially maintain their total annual
payments, but Duke Energy’s proposed terms and conditions regarding the addition of battery storage to
existing QFs strongly disincentivize the addition of battery storage. See infra Section VI.
36
SISC Stipulation, p. 9.
37
Tr. Vol. 3, p. 27 l.21 – p. 28 l.20
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because it would impair QFs’ right to long-term fixed rates that enable financing at the
outset of its obligation under PURPA.38 Because the two-year refresh of the SISC would
similarly impair the QF right to long-term fixed rates that enable financing at the outset
of the QF obligation, the two-year reset should likewise fail for the same reasons
articulated by the Commission in the Sub 148 proceeding.
Taken together, Duke Energy’s proposals in this proceeding, and the terms of the
SISC and Rate Design Stipulations, will unquestionably discourage QF growth in North
Carolina and undermine the State’s stated commitment to promoting alternative energy.
B.

Avoided Cost Rates Determined in this Proceeding will have
Significant Implications outside the Traditional PURPA Context

Historically, the avoided cost rates determined pursuant to the Commission’s biannual avoided cost proceedings exclusively applied to QFs seeking to exercise their
PURPA rights. This is no longer the case. In HB 589, the North Carolina Legislature
included references to “avoided costs” in establishing the CPRE,39 GSA,40

and

Community Solar programs,41 and the rates used in these programs are currently tied to
the avoided cost rates established in this proceeding. As Commissioner Clodfelter stated
at the hearing in this proceeding, “the [legislature] has now taken this concept of avoided
cost and imported it into some complete non-PURPA programs.”42 The Utilities have

38

Sub 148 Order at p. 7, paragraph 10, pp. 68-70.
N.C.G.S. § 62-110.8(b)(2) (“each public utility’s procurement obligation shall be capped by the public
utility’s current forecast of its avoided cost calculated over the term of the power purchase agreement. The
public utility’s current forecast of its avoided cost shall be consistent with the Commission-approved
avoided cost methodology.”).
40
N.C.G.S. § 62-159.2(e) (“The program customer shall receive a bill credit for the energy by the
Commission; provided, however that the bill credit shall not exceed utility’s avoided cost.”).
41
N.C.G.S. § 62-126.8 (“The offering utility shall credit the subscribers to its community solar energy
facility for all subscribed shares of energy generated by the facility at the avoided cost rate.”)
42
Tr. Vol. 3, p. 142, ll. 12-19.
39
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confirmed their perspective that the proposals in this proceeding will impact the CPRE,
GSA, and Community Solar programs.43
While there is broad agreement that the avoided cost rates approved by the
Commission in this proceeding will impact the CPRE, GSA, and Community Solar
programs, there is scant information regarding what this impact will look like and exactly
how QFs and ratepayers will be affected. This problem is particularly acute in the
context of Duke Energy’s proposed SISC. Duke Energy and the Public Staff—despite
entering into the SISC Stipulation—appear to have differing ideas regarding how the
SISC will apply to these programs. For example, Duke Witness Wheeler stated that the
SISC will apply to CPRE Tranche 2 if it is approved by the Commission in this
proceeding.44 But Public Staff Witness Thomas was unable to answer whether the SISC
would be included in the CPRE bid cap and stated that “we don’t know yet how the SISC
will be implemented . . . in the CPRE.”45 And neither Duke Energy nor the Public
Staff’s witnesses had a meaningful response to the concern, raised by counsel for
Intervenors, that substantially reducing the CPRE bid cap by imposing the SISC would
render bids at the Tranche 1 threshold unviable and potentially undermine HB 589’s
mandate that 2,660 MW of energy and capacity be procured over the next several years.46
The SISC Stipulation provides for the possibility that some QFs, if operated in a
fully dispatchable manner, could avoid the proposed SISC.
43

But as Commissioner

Tr. Vol. 2, p. 349, l. 7 – p. 350, l. 10; Vol. 2, p. 350, l. 15 – p. 351, ll. 21.
Tr. Vol. 2, p. 290, ll.18-24.
45
Tr. Vol. 6, p. 428, ll. 18-20; p. 426, ll. 19 – p. 427, l. 4 (“how the SISC is considered in Tranche 2 of the
CPRE is entirely dependent upon the decisions made by Commission and the collaboration between market
participants, Utilities, and the [Independent Administrator].”). Notably, Witness Wintermantel and Mr.
Carden, who calculated the SISC, are subcontractors for Accion Group, the CPRE Independent
Administrator, and they should be screened from any SISC implementation in the CPRE context. See Tr.
Vol. 4, p. 137, ll. 7-24.
46
See Tr. Vol. 2, p. 383, l. 20 – p. 384, l. 7; p. 302, ll. 3-14.
44
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Clodfelter noted at the hearing, CPRE Tranche 2 is “literally weeks away”, and Duke
Energy has not yet proposed a fully dispatchable PPA.47 As a result, this option for
potentially avoiding the proposed SISC very likely will not be available for Tranche 2
participants.48
In light of the lack of consensus and understanding regarding how Duke Energy’s
proposed SISC will impact HB 589 Programs, SACE urges the Commission to reject the
charge at this time. At a minimum, the SISC should not be applied to the CPRE, GSA,
and the Community Solar programs unless and until its impact is more thoroughly
understood and determined not to undermine HB 589’s legislative mandate.

IV.

DUKE ENERGY’S PROPOSED SOLAR INTEGRATION CHARGE AND DUKE ENERGY
AND THE PUBLIC STAFF’S SOLAR INTEGRATION CHARGE STIPULATION RELY
ON AN INAPPROPRIATE AND UNTESTED STUDY METHODOLOGY

Duke Energy seeks to justify the imposition of the SISC based on the Duke
Energy Progress, LLC and Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC Ancillary Service Study
prepared by Astrapé Consulting (“Ancillary Service Study”). The Ancillary Service Study
purports to quantify the additional load following reserves necessary in order to operate
at the same level of reliability before and after the additional of solar QFs to the DEC and
DEP systems. The Ancillary Service Study is unreliable and cannot justify the imposition
of the SISC for several reasons.
First, the Ancillary Service Study relies on a novel methodology that applies
concepts traditionally used in the utility resource adequacy planning context to predict
47
48

Tr. Vol. 3, p. 154, ll. 2-9.
Tr. Vol. 3, p. 157, ll. 20-23.
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real-time operational reliability and quantify the cost of integrating solar. Concerns
regarding the this new application of long-term planning metrics to day-to-day
operational reliability are compounded by the fact that the new approach has never been
approved by a state commission, peer reviewed, or subject to a Technical Review
Committee (“TRC”).
Second, the Ancillary Service Study’s methodology fails to approximate
compliance with NERC Real Power Balancing Control Performance standards and
produces results that do not correspond to historical operating reserves. Specifically, the
Ancillary Service Study fails to approximate the physical drivers of NERC compliance
and relies on unreasonable, unsubstantiated assumptions regarding the scaling of intrahour solar volatility. Furthermore, while the Ancillary Service Study’s accuracy has not
been sufficiently empirically tested, even the limited historical data Duke Energy has
made available indicates that the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions are not closely
correlated with the amount of operating reserves needed to comply (but not overcomply)
with NERC balancing requirements.
Third, the Ancillary Service Study fails to conform to the Commission’s past
orders directing the Utilities to consider both the costs and benefits of solar QF
generation. The Ancillary Service Study does not consider the value of potential benefits
of distributed solar QF generation, and how this value might offset the costs associated
with integrating intermittent solar resources.
For all these reasons, the Ancillary Service Study lacks credibility and accuracy,
and may not be relied upon to quantify the proposed SISC.

15

A.

The Ancillary Service Study’s Methodology has Never Received State
Utility Commission Approval or been Subject to Peer Review or a
TRC
1.

The Ancillary Service Study’s methodology has never been used in
any jurisdiction to calculate the cost of integrating renewable
energy

The Ancillary Service Study’s methodology to calculate the costs of solar
integration on the DEC and DEP systems has never been used to quantify the costs of
solar integration for the purpose of calculating a solar integration charge in any
jurisdiction. Witness Snider confused this issue by testifying at the hearing that “this
model has been used before many commissions.”49 Witness Wintermantel also testified
that “the model is well vetted. It’s been calibrated in many jurisdictions.”

50

These

statements were extremely misleading.
The SERVM proprietary system has been used before many commissions in the
resource adequacy context.51 The LOLE metric has been used before many commissions
in the resource adequacy context.52 Even the relatively new LOLEFLEX metric has been
used before two commissions—once in California for resource adequacy calculations53
and twice in New Mexico as part of a Request for Proposal process and in the 2017
Public Service Company of New Mexico (“PNM”) Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”).54
But the methodology developed by Astrapé for this proceeding—which uses the
49

Tr. Vol. 4, p. 15, ll. 2-3.
Tr. Vol. 4. p. 205, ll. 5-8.
51
Tr. Vol. 4 p. 204, ll. 4-10.
52
SACE Initial Comments at p. 5, n. 11; Tr. Vol. 4, p. 62, ll.19-21.
53
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 204, ll. 9-18.
54
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 205, ll. 8-17.
50
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LOLEFLEX metric to predict the reserves necessary to comply with NERC standards as
solar penetration increases and thus derive a solar integration charge—is novel and
unvetted.

Intervenors have been unable to find even a single instance of a utility

commission approving this methodology for the purpose of deriving a solar integration
charge, and Duke Energy has not put forth any evidence to the contrary.55
Witness Wintermantel notes that comparing LOLEFLEX to NERC imbalances has
“never been an issue” in “most of our other jurisdictions.”56 But this is because Astrapé
has never used the LOLEFLEX metric to calculate the impact of increasing solar
penetration on reserve requirements for the purpose of quantifying a solar integration
charge in any other jurisdiction. Witness Wintermantel repeatedly confused this issue,
fixating on the history of SERVM and the LOLE metric as a long-term reliability
planning metric and stating that the model has been used in “integration-type analysis.”57
But intervenors have been unable to find a single example of the LOLEFLEX metric being
used to calculate a solar integration charge. The methodology Duke Energy is asking this
Commission to approve has never been used in the context of quantifying an integration
charge and has never been approved by any jurisdiction for this purpose.

55

See Tr. Vol. 4, p. 205, ll. 18 – p. 206, l. 4. (“I just want to be clear that this is not a new model. It’s been
vetted…” “In other applications, as opposed to this application?” “No, no. And integration-type analysis.”
“I’m sorry, my question wasn’t clear. I meant with respect to its utilization for this purpose in this
proceeding.” “Okay, yeah.”).
56
Tr. Vol. 6, p. 51, ll. 1-2.
57
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 205, l. 24; Tr. Vol. 4, p. 204, ll. 6-8. (“[SERVM has] been a resource adequacy and
production cost model ever since Astrapé took control of it in 2005.”).
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2.

The Ancillary Service Study’s novel application of long-term
resource adequacy metrics to day-to-day operational reliability
has not been peer reviewed or subject to a TRC

As previously noted, the SERVM model and the LOLE metric have been
historically used in long-term planning and resource adequacy calculations, such as
IRPs.58 In the resource adequacy context, the SERVM model and LOLE metric have
been vetted. But the Ancillary Service Study does not use the SERVM model and LOLE
metric in this traditional context. Instead, Astrapé has taken the model and metrics that
guide long-term resource adequacy and applied them to DEC and DEP’s real-time
operations in an effort to assess system reliability.59 Astrapé’s application of metrics
used to evaluate long-term resource adequacy to assess real-time operational reliability,
absent any indication that these metrics are appropriate or produce reasonable
approximations of the operational reserves necessary to maintain day-to-day operational
reliability, is premature and inappropriate.
Furthermore, this novel application of Astrapé’s resource adequacy methodology
to model the costs of solar integration has not been peer reviewed or subject to a
Technical Review Committee.60 The purpose of a TRC is to ensure that when new
models are created, or old models are adapted to new situations, as is the case here,
objective experts guide the development of a study to ensure that the process is unbiased
and accurate.61
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Tr. Vol. 4, p. 62, ll.1 20-21; Tr. Vol. 4, p. 138, ll. 13-16.
Tr. Vol. 4 p. 138, ll. 17-23; Tr. Vol. 4, p. 17, ll.11-13.
60
See Tr. Vol. 4, p. 206, l. 5 – p. 207, l. 14.
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Tr. Vol. 6, p. 114, ll. 13-23; Tr. Vol. 5, p. 285, l. 12 – p. 287, l. 9.
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Duke Energy witnesses suggest that because Duke Energy employees have
evaluated the Astrapé Model, peer review or a TRC is not necessary.

Witness

Wintermantel argued that because “Duke employees who have years and years of
experience had their hands in this model”, the model has been adequately tested.62
Witness Snider stated that “[our] company has statistical experts internally that reviewed
[the study.]”63 But the purpose of peer review, and the purpose of a TRC, is to have a
qualified, independent third party evaluate a proposed methodology.

Witness

Wintermantel and Witness Snider’s testimony that Duke Energy employees have been
intimately involved in the creation and calibration of the Ancillary Service Study suggests
the presence of utility bias rather than objective review.64
The Public Staff’s review is also not an adequate substitute for independent,
third-party review by subject matter experts. As acknowledged by Public Staff Witness
Thomas, the Public Staff “[has] an interest as well” and would traditionally be an
observer rather than an active participant in a TRC.65 Therefore, internal review by Duke
Energy of the Ancillary Service Study, and the review conducted by the Public Staff in
the context of settlement negotiations is not an adequate substitute for peer review or a
TRC.
The methodology for calculating solar integration costs which Duke Energy has
asked the Commission to approve has never been approved by another utility
commission, has never been peer reviewed or published in an academic journal, and has
62

Tr. Vol. 4, p. 207, ll. 3-4.
Tr. Vol. 2, p. 412, ll. 6-7.
64
Witness Wintermantel repeatedly stated that Duke Energy “doesn’t really have a reason to be biased
here.” Tr. Vol. 4 p. 207, ll.5-6. But see supra notes 7-9.
65
Tr. Vol. 7, p. 110, l. 20 – p. 111, l. 6; see also Tr. Vol. 7, p. 111, ll.4-6 (“you have to make sure that you
understand the interests and the motivations of the people who are participating in the review committee.”).
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not been the subject of a TRC.

Therefore the model lacks credibility and cannot

reasonably serve as the basis for Duke Energy’s proposed SISC.
B.

The Ancillary Service Study’s Methodology and Results are Unreliable
and Flawed

The North American Electric Reliability Corporation establishes reliability
standards that all parties agree are appropriate and do not impose unreasonable risks upon
utilities.66

Compliance with the NERC balancing standards is difficult to model,

therefore utilities seeking to predict the level of operational reserves necessary to meet
(but not substantially exceed) NERC requirements must rely on a model that
approximates the physics of the NERC standards and produces predictions that strongly
correlate with the operational reserves that have historically met (but not substantially
exceeded) NERC requirements.67 The Ancillary Service Study fails on both counts. The
Ancillary Service Study fails to accurately approximate the drivers of compliance with
NERC Real Power Balancing Control Performance standards; and the limited historical
data Duke Energy has provided shows that the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions do
not correlate with historical operating reserves. Therefore the Study is not credible and
may not be reasonably relied upon to impose the SISC upon solar QFs.
1.

The Ancillary Service Study’s methodology fails to model the
drivers of utility compliance with NERC standards

Interconnected utilities operate in compliance with NERC balancing standards,
which ensure that each balancing authority conducts is day-to-day operations in a

66
67

Tr. Vol. 4, p. 163, ll.6-8.
This is what Commissioner Clodfelter characterized as the “objective” and “subjective” criteria.
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responsible and reliable manner and does not endanger the interconnection.68 NERC
Standard BAL-001-2 Real Power Balancing Control Performance imposes two standards
that govern the sub-hourly operational reliability of interconnected balancing areas.69
The first standard, Control Performance Standard 1 (“CPS1”) evaluates the utility’s
average annual contribution to interconnection frequency control performance.70 The
second standard, the Balancing Authority ACE Limit (“BAAL”) requires that the utility
not operate at an imbalance that harms the interconnection’s frequency for longer than 30
consecutive clock minutes.71 As previously mentioned, it is difficult to perfectly model
compliance with these standards; but the goal of any modeling exercise is to come
reasonably close to approximating a physical reality.

The Ancillary Service Study

contains several methodological errors and flawed assumptions that make it completely
divorced from the reality it seeks to model.
a)

The Ancillary Service Study assumes that load following
reserves must be added for imbalance events that do not
impact DEC and DEP’s conformance to NERC reliability
standards

The premise of the Ancillary Service Study is that the DEC and DEP systems must
operate at the same level of reliability before and after the addition of solar to the
system.72 The reliability metric the Study relies on is 0.1 LOLEFLEX, which allows one 5-

68

Tr. Vol. 2, p. 361, ll. 5-7.
SACE Wintermantel Cross-Exhibit 1.
70
Id.
71
Id.
72
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 141, ll. 16-18.
69
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minute “event” per 10 years.73 The problem with the 0.1 LOLEFLEX metric is that the
“event” the model is looking for—one failure of the system to follow net load given 5minute ahead perfect foresight74—does not actually result in a loss of load or a NERC
reliability standard violation.75
Witness Wintermantel asserts that a “violation” as measured by the Ancillary
Service Study is “much more substantial, than, say, just a NERC balancing deviation.”76
But pursuant to NERC reliability standards for interconnected utilities—balancing areas
that are not physically islanded—the inability to follow net load during one five-minute
period is not a violation at all.77

For its modeling, Astrapé has essentially invented an

additional 5-minute ramping requirement—unbeknownst to NERC—that utilities must
conform to in order to operate reliably. This is particularly concerning since Witness

73

Tr. Vol. 4, p. 139, ll. 12-22. To be clear, this does not necessarily produce a result that is 10,800 more
stringent that the Idaho Study. On its own, the LOLEFLEX metric is approximately 10,800 more stringent
than the reliability metric used in the 2016 Idaho Study. However, this does not necessarily mean that the
level of reliability required by the Ancillary Service Model is 10,800 more stringent than the level of
reliability required by the Idaho Study. SERVM’s perfect foresight allows for several 5-minute balancing
deviations to occur without adding reserves, but Duke Energy has not provided data indicating how many
of the 5-minute balancing deviations that do occur are flagged as “violations” relative to the total, so it is
not possible to compare the Idaho Study and Ancillary Service Study methodologies directly.
74
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 89, ll. 6-8; Tr. Vol. 7, p. 17, ll. 10-13.
75
Tr. Vol. 6, p. 90, ll.15-20 (“[the LOLE metric is] completely inappropriate because the violation, while it
does result in loss of load under resource adequacy, in this case it does not result in loss of load. . . . it
doesn’t even result in a BAAL violation.”).
76
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 139, ll.8-12.
77
Id. This is the heart of Witness Kirby’s critique of the “islanding” assumption of the Ancillary Service
Study. The reliability metric Astrapé has selected could only ever accurately model a physically islanded
power system for whom a failure to meet a 5-minute ramping requirement would result in a blackout.
Interconnected power systems, like DEC and DEP, do not need to—and in fact do not—operate in such a
stringent manner in order to ensure operational reliability. It is unreasonable for the Companies’ to imposed
a charge on solar QFs based on a fictional scenario where DEC and DEP do operate in this unnecessary
level of stringency and pass on the costs of doing so to ratepayers.
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Wintermantel is “not an expert” on the operation of NERC standards78 and lacks power
system operation experience.79
All parties appear to be in agreement that the NERC balancing standards are
sufficiently protective of system reliability.80 Therefore Duke Energy’s reliance on a
model that is driven by measurement of “violations” in response to events that that do not
qualify as actual NERC violations is unreasonable.

The Ancillary Service Study’s

addition of load following reserves for imbalance events that do not actually require this
kind of operator response inflates the model’s reserve requirement predictions and
generates an excessive solar integration charge.
b)

The Ancillary Service Study’s assumption that solar
volatility scales linearly is incorrect

Another flaw in the Ancillary Service Study’s methodology is the unreasonable
assumption that solar volatility scales linearly. This assumption causes the Study to
overestimate the amount of solar volatility at various levels of solar penetration and
further inflates the Study’s estimates of the cost of solar integration.
The Ancillary Service Study assumes that as solar penetration increases minute-tominute volatility will increase at the same rate.

As Witness Kirby explained, this

assumption is unreasonable because scientific studies have found that short-term
variations of loads and variable renewable generators are typically uncorrelated among
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Tr. Vol. 4, p. 190, ll. 10-16.
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 176, ll. 16-17. The Public Staff witness supporting the Stipulation between Duke Energy
and the Public Staff regarding the proposed solar integration charge also lacks any experience as a system
operator. Tr. Vol. 7, p. 17, ll. 21-22.
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Tr. Vol. 4, p. 163, ll. 6-8.
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themselves and with each other.81 Solar plant variability tends to be uncorrelated because
solar plants cannot be physically placed on top of each other, and are typically not placed
side-by-side. The result is that solar facilities typically have significant geographic
diversity.82 Witness Wintermantel, who admitted he is not an expert on this issue,
inaccurately characterized this well-established scientific conclusion regarding the
scaling of short-term solar variability as “a simplified formula."83
Nevertheless, Witness Wintermantel testified that Astrapé had calculated diversity
benefits (a 13-17% discount) during the 2016-18 time period.84 Witness Wintermantel
testified that “the Company has chosen” to exclude observed diversity benefits because
“future diversity may not materialize as expected.”85 But as Witness Wintermantel
acknowledges, uncertainty is endemic to modeling exercises.86 Duke Energy’s decision
to exclude assumptions that might change over time when doing so decreases the
predicted cost of solar integration, while relying on various questionable assumptions that
act to increase predictions of the cost of solar integration, is inappropriate and must be
corrected.
2.

Duke Energy’s claim that the Ancillary Service Study is supported
by historical data is false

Duke’s main argument in support of the Ancillary Service Study and the SISC
appears to be that despite the Ancillary Service Study’s failure to approximately model
NERC compliance, the Study is still reliable because it produces results that are
81

Tr. Vol. 5, p. 192, ll. 1-9; Tr. Vol. 5, p. 194, l. 12 - p. 195, l. 7.
Tr. Vol. 5, p. 192, ll. 10-15.
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Tr. Vol. 6, p. 23, ll. 4-8.
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correlated with NERC compliance. Specifically, Witness Wintermantel testified: “when
we increase operating reserves, we are going to lower NERC imbalances. When we
increase operating reserves, we’re also going to lower LOLEFLEX. They are correlated.”87
This is like claiming that because high daytime temperatures increase ice cream sales,
and high daytime temperatures increase air conditioner use, one can, absent any further
research, use changes in amount of ice cream sold to predict air conditioning use, and
then determine a segment of the population’s residential energy bills based on ice cream
sales.

It’s likely that there is some correlation between ice cream sales and air

conditioning use because they both increase on hot days, but we know nothing about the
strength of this correlation. In order to test the strength of the correlation and potentially
justify the imposition of costs upon a segment of the population, one would compare the
historical relationship between temperature, ice cream sales, and air conditioning use, and
determine whether the correlation between ice cream sales and air conditioning use is
sufficiently robust.
Duke Energy declined to provide the historical data that would allow for the
Ancillary Service Study’s predictions to be directly compared to historical operating
reserves. But even the insufficiently granular and extremely limited data provided by
Duke Energy in Late Filed Exhibit 2 demonstrates that conformance to the Ancillary
Service Study’s

0.1 LOLEFLEX metric does not strongly correlate with historical

operating reserves.88 Moreover, the historical data provided by Duke Energy belies the
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Tr. Vol. 6, p. 20, ll. 15-18.
See infra Section IV.2.b-c.
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central premise of the Ancillary Service Study: that increasing solar penetration causes a
dramatic increase in required load following reserves.89
a)

The Ancillary Service Study’s methodology has not been
adequately tested

A central requirement for establishing the credibility of any study methodology,
especially one that is new or being applied in a novel manner, is testing against observed
results. Empirically testing a new model allows for the development of a margin of error,
confidence intervals, and other indicia of certainty. Duke Energy has failed to take any
of these critical steps.
Witness Wintermantel was questioned extensively regarding how the Ancillary
Service Study’s predictions compared to historical data. In response, he insisted that the
Study’s sole reference to historical operating reserves, in which historical operating
reserves were used to “calibrate” the model to 0.1 LOLEFLEX was sufficient testing.90 But
the exercise Witness Wintermantel described involves the calibration of the model and
only explains how the model’s base case was calculated, not whether the model’s
predictions are accurate.91 This calibration exercise is, as Witness Kirby explained,
“necessary but not sufficient.”92
Witness Wintermantel’s other response to questions regarding whether the
model’s predictions were validated was to reference sensitivity testing conducted in

89

See infra Section IV.2.d.
Tr. Vol. 4, p. 64, ll. 4-8; Tr. Vol. 4, p. 119, l. 24 – p. 120, l. 2.
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Tr. Vol. 4, p. 120, l. 6 – p. 121, l. 1.
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private meetings with the Public Staff.93 During the course of this testing, which was
conducted privately during settlement negotiations, Astrapé used “post-processing
techniques” to alter several assumptions in the Ancillary Service Study and concluded that
doing so did not have a significant impact on the calculated integration charge.94 But
there is no information anywhere in the record before the Commission regarding the
“post processing” techniques Astrapé used,95 and Witness Wintermantel admitted that he
did not actually re-run the model with different assumptions or inputs, but merely
“attempt[ed] to interpolate” new assumptions into the original’s model’s outputs.96
Therefore, there is no evidence on the record that speaks to the strength of the
methodology Astrapé used to conduct sensitivity testing.97
Furthermore, there is no evidence in the record indicating that the results of the
sensitivity testing, included in Public Staff Witness’s Thomas’s Exhibit C, support
Witness Wintermantel’s claim that the model produces operating reserves predictions
strongly correlated to the reserves required to conform to NERC standards.98 All the data
in Exhibit C indicates is that when the LOLEFLEX 0.1 metric was relaxed to 0.3 and 1.0
the predicted cost of solar integration decreased. This data does not indicate anything
about the accuracy of the model’s original prediction.
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Tr. Vol. 4, p. 201, ll. 9-20.
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b)

Duke Energy failed to fully comply with the Commission’s
request that the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions for
each year be compared to historical operating reserve data

Recognizing the lack of evidence supporting Witness Wintermantel’s claim that
the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions strongly correlate with the operating reserves
necessary to comply (but not substantially overcomply) with NERC balancing standards,
the Commission requested that Duke Energy compare actual historic data regarding
operating reserves to the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions of necessary operating
reserves for the 2014 through the present.99 Witness Kirby agreed that if “multiple runs”
of the Ancillary Service Study model yielded results that conformed to historic operating
reserves, this would give him more confidence in the model.100
Despite having been given this opportunity to prove that the Ancillary Service
Study model produces accurate, reliable predictions, Duke Energy declined to comply
with the Commission’s full request.
First, Duke Energy failed to compare the actual historical operating reserves from
each year to the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions for that year. Instead, Duke Energy
provided the actual historic operating reserves data for the years 2015-2018 and the
Ancillary Service Study’s 2020’s No Solar Case and 2020 Existing Plus Transition Solar
Case. This is not what the Commission asked for, and not what Witness Wintermantel
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Tr. Vol 4, p. 223, l. 3 – p. 224, l. 2; Tr. Vol. 5, p. 291, ll. 17-23; Tr Vol. 7, p. 107, ll. 3-6; Tr. Vol 4, p.
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testified he could provide.101 Duke Energy’s exhibit does not actually “re-run” the model
to show how accurately the model has predicted historical operating reserves. As such,
Late Filed Exhibit 2 fails to provide the empirical support for the Ancillary Service Study
that actually rerunning the model for the years 2015-2018 would.
Second, Duke Energy failed to provide the level of granularity that the
Commission specifically requested,102 stating that “Duke Energy does not archive
operating reserve data in the categories the Commission identified as of interest (i.e. online contingency reserves, regulating reserves, and on-line operating reserves.). Duke
Energy does archive total contingency reserves; however, this is off-line and on-line
contingency reserves summed in total.”103 This explanation is concerning, as SACE’s
understanding is that utilities must keep hourly records of exactly how they complied
with NERC contingency reserve requirements which, prior to October of 2017, required
DEP and DEC to have available explicit amounts of contingency reserves.104 Those
detailed audit records would have to show the exact hourly amount of spinning and nonspinning reserves that were being supplied by each generating unit each hour. Duke
Energy’s failure to provide this information that it is required to have on file makes it
difficult if not impossible to determine whether the same categories of reserves are
included in both the actual data and the modeled results.
101
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Third, Duke Energy failed to provide data from the year 2014, stating that the
“2014 data was not readily available” and the Companies would require an additional 1030 business days to retrieve the data.105 While the Commission has not, to SACE’s
knowledge, requested that Duke Energy undertake the more significant effort to review
2014 data, SACE notes that by not including the 2014 data, the Companies have
eliminated one of the five data points that could be used to validate the results of the
Ancillary Service Study. Given Duke Energy’s attempts to frame the 2015 operating
reserves as an outlier,106 this means that according to the Companies, there are only three
reliable data points in the Late Filed Exhibit, and none of them predate 2016, when there
was already a sizable amount of solar on the DEC and DEP systems.
Despite the incomplete nature of the historical data Duke Energy provided in Late
Filed Exhibit 2, it is possible to reach some conclusions about the Ancillary Service
Study’s reliability. Combining the historical operating reserve data with historical data
regarding solar penetration already in the record107 demonstrates that the Ancillary
Service Study’s predictions do not reflect reality.
c)

Historical reserve data does not support Duke Energy’s
claim that Astrapé’s predictions strongly correlate with the
levels of reserve necessary to operate reliably

The new data the Companies provided in Late Filed Exhibit 2 is the Average
Annual Actual Realized 60 Minute Ramping Capability MW for the DEC and DEP
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Late Filed Exhibit No. 2, at p. 2.
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systems for the years 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018 (“actual historical reserves”).

108

In

order to illustrate the actual historical reserves, SACE witness Witness Kirby created a
figure that plots existing historical reserves against MW of solar capacity existing on the
DEC and DEP systems during each of these years.109 This Figure also includes the
Ancillary Service Study’s predicted reserves against MW of solar capacity.
If we assume that the same categories of reserves are included in the actual data
and in the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions, then the relationship between the actual
data and the Study’s predictions can be depicted as follows:
Figure One: Historical Actual Reserves v. Ancillary Service Study Predictions110
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Late Filed Exhibit No. 2 at p.1.
See DEC and DEP Joint Initial Statement, p. 7, Fig. 1.
110
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This data contradicts Duke Energy’s claim that the Ancillary Service Study accurately
predicts the actual reserves at a given level of solar penetration.
However, because the Companies have failed to provide sufficiently granular data
regarding the categories of reserve being provided in Late Filed Exhibit Two, it is
possible that this is not an accurate comparison. Based on the text of Late Filed Exhibit
2, it is unclear if on-line spinning contingency reserves are included in both the Ancillary
Service Study’s predicted reserves and the historical actual reserves.111 If the Ancillary
Service Study’s predicted reserves do not include contingency reserves, while the 20152018 Actual Operating Reserves do, Figure Two would more accurately depict the
relationship between the Ancillary Service Model’s predictions and actual historical
reserves.
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Late Filed Exhibit 2, p. 3 “Duke Energy does not archive operating reserve data in the categories the
Commission identifies as of interest . . . Duke Energy does archive total contingency reserves; however,
this is off-line and on-line contingency reserves summer in total. DEP maintains most of its contingency
reserves off-line, meaning that archived contingency reserve data would not be a good indicator for the
amount of hourly on-line operating reserves.”
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Figure Two: Historical Actual Reserves Assuming 400 MW of Spinning
Contingency Reserves v. Ancillary Service Study Predictions112

If Figure Two is the more accurate depiction of the relationship between historical
actual reserves and the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions, then the Ancillary Service
Model consistently over-estimates the reserves necessary to maintain reliability by a
significant margin.
It is impossible to ascertain which of these comparisons is more accurate because
Duke Energy has failed to follow the Commission directive to provide a sufficiently
granular breakdown of reserves, listing the spinning and non-spinning contingency
reserves that are not available to support solar integration, despite being obligated by
NERC rules to maintain records of these categories of reserves for at least three of the

112

Lacking a specific reply from Duke 400 MW, or a little less than half, of the DEC DEP contingency
reserves are assumed to be spinning, which is typical for many utilities.
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four historical years being analyzed.113 Regardless, Late Filed Exhibit No. 2 does not
verify the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions and in fact demonstrates that even the
incomplete historical data Duke Energy has used to attempt to justify the Ancillary
Service Study’s conclusions reveals the Study’s failure to produce realistic results.
d)

Historical reserve data demonstrates that solar penetration
is not a significant driver of increased reserve requirements

Regardless of the complications discussed in the previous section, the actual
historical data provided in Late Filed Exhibit No. 2 demonstrates that actual historical
reserves have not increased as solar penetration increased. As illustrated in the Figure
Three, solar capacity approximately doubled between 2015 and 2018 but actual historical
reserves stayed relatively stable. This data directly contradicts Duke Witness Witness
Wintermantel’s claim that solar leads to “exponentially increasing cost[s] of integrating
incremental solar”114 and provides further support for Witness Kirby’s assertion that
Duke Energy’s proposed SISC is “inflated and inaccurate.”115
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Figure Three: Historical Actual Reserves v. Installed Solar Capacity116

While Duke’s Late Filed Exhibit No. 2 is wholly inadequate to establish a robust
correlation between the Ancillary Service Study’s predictions and actual historical reserve
requirements, it does help demonstrate that Duke Energy’s primary justification for the
proposed solar integration charge—that increased solar penetration has and will continue
to necessitate dramatically increased operating reserves and thereby impose costs on
ratepayers—is false.
C.

The Ancillary Service Study Fails to Account for Benefits of Solar

In its Sub 140 Order the Commission recognized that “integration of solar
resources into a utility’s generation mix results in both costs and benefits.”117 The
Commission further determined that inclusion of solar integration costs and benefits in
116
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avoided cost calculations would only be appropriate “when both the costs and benefits
have been sufficiently evaluated and reviewed by the Commission so that a reasonable
level of accuracy has been attained.”118 As discussed above, the Ancillary Service Study
dramatically inflates the costs associated with increased solar penetration. At the same
time, the Study makes no effort to calculate the degree to which these costs are offset by
the benefits of increased distributed solar QF generation.

119 120

This one-sided

evaluation of the value of solar resources does not conform with the Commission’s Sub
148 Order finding that it was “appropriate for utilities to propose schedules specific to
QFs that provide intermittent non-dispatchable power, if the Utilities’ cost data
demonstrated marked differences in the value of the energy and capacity provided by
these QFs.”121

Instead of quantifying the “differences in value”—both costs and

benefits—provided by solar QFs, the Ancillary Service Study focuses solely on
diminutions in the value of energy and capacity provided by these QFs.
The Companies have made no effort to quantify known benefits of distributed
solar generation, such as lower market prices and avoided transmission and distribution
capacity costs.122 As NCSEA Witness Beach explained, it is widely acknowledged that
the growth of zero-variable-cost renewables has led to a broad reduction in electric
market prices.123 In other words, contrary to the Utilities’ assertion that they are
“overpaying” QFs to the detriment of ratepayers, current electric energy prices are low
precisely because of the reliable, non-variable-cost energy provided by QFs. Witness
118
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Beach cited numerous studies that indicated the current penetration of renewables on the
DEC and DEP systems could easily account for a 4% reduction in energy market prices
in the state, which would substantially offset the proposed SISC.124 Witness Beach and
Witness Ms. Glick also discussed the avoided transmission and distribution capacity costs
associated with increased distributed solar.125

Witness Beach even proposed a

methodology for quantifying avoided T&D capacity costs due to increased distributed
solar based on existing data evaluating the benefits of the Companies’ energy efficiency
programs.126 Nevertheless, Duke Energy has made no effort to quantify these benefits.127
Duke Energy has not quantified the “differences in value” in the energy and
capacity provided by solar QFs. Instead of fairly evaluating the costs and benefits
associated with integration of solar resources into the Companies’ resource mix, Duke
Energy has fixated on—and dramatically overstated—the costs of solar integration, while
failing to even attempt to quantify the benefits. Therefore, SACE respectfully urges the
Commission to reject the proposed SISC as non-compliant with the Commission’s past
orders directing Duke Energy to consider both the costs and benefits of increased solar
penetration.
D.

The Commission Should Reject the Ancillary Service Study and
Require Duke to Conduct a New Solar Integration Study with a
technical review committee

For all these reasons, the Ancillary Service Study cannot be relied upon to
quantify a solar integration charge. SACE respectfully urges the Commission to find that
124
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the Ancillary Service Study lacks credibility, reject the proposed SISC, and reject the May
21, 2019 Stipulation of Partial Settlement Regarding Solar Integration Charge between
and among DEC, DEP, and the Public Staff.
Should the Commission find that it is necessary to quantify and impose a solar
integration charge in the future, SACE respectfully urges that any future study evaluating
the costs of solar integration be subject to a TRC or a similar objective, qualified thirdparty entity that will guide the development of a solar integration study and ensure that
any proposed solar integration charge is reasonable and factually supported. A TRC
would be well-suited to resolve many of the contentious issues in this proceeding,
including:


whether the LOLEFLEX metric is an appropriate metric for real-time operational
reliability;



how to appropriately model scaling of short-term solar variability;



whether deployment of demand-side technologies could more efficiently resolve
the impacts of solar volatility on net load;



whether it would be appropriate to consider DEC and DEP’s entry in an energy
imbalance market or other market structure;



how to quantify the benefits associated with addition of solar QFs to the DEC and
DEP systems (e.g. avoided transmission and distribution costs, lower market
prices, deferred environmental benefits, ancillary services from solar QFs with colocated battery storage)

38



whether investing in fast-start flexible resources such as batteries would more
economically and efficiently mitigate Duke Energy’s concerns regarding fiveminute ramping shortfalls;



whether operational or contractual solutions could be used to remedy the impacts
of low occurrence events that contribute to proportionally higher integration costs,
and how these solutions could mitigate these events and reduced integration costs
and charges.

V.

FLAWS IN ASTRAPÉ’S SOLAR CAPACITY VALUE STUDY AND 2016 RA STUDIES
UNDERMINE THE SEASONAL CAPACITY WEIGHTING ASSUMPTIONS IN THE RATE
DESIGN STIPULATION
Duke Energy has proposed to revise seasonal capacity payment weightings that

virtually eliminate capacity payments to solar QFs. Specifically, the Companies have
proposed a 100%/0% winter/summer capacity payment weighting for DEP and a
90%/10% weighting for DEC.128 This seasonal capacity payment weighting is also part
of the Stipulation of Partial Settlement Among DEC, DEP, and the Public Staff on April
18, 2019 (hereinafter “Rate Design Stipulation”).129 The Companies rely on the DEC
and DEP Solar Capacity Value Study performed by Astrapé (“Solar Capacity Value
Study”) to justify this departure from the 80% winter/20% summer seasonal weighting
the Commission ordered in in the E-100 Sub 148 proceeding.130
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The Solar Capacity Value Study, which employs the same model and many of the
same assumptions used in Duke Energy’s 2016 Resource Adequacy Studies (together,
“the RA Studies”), has several flaws which result in inaccurate and improper avoided
capacity rates that cause solar QFs to be underpaid for their capacity contributions in the
summer.131 First, the RA Studies significantly overstate the risk of very high loads under
extreme cold, primarily due to faulty assumptions regarding the impact of extreme cold
on load.132 For example, the Companies assume that under extreme cold conditions DEC
load will increase by 231 MW for each degree the temperature falls; Witness Wilson’s
analysis showed that the historical relationship was much weaker at extreme
temperatures, likely reflecting that under extreme cold temperatures customers have
already turned on all of their heating resources and many public facilities, such as schools
and government buildings close, reducing loads.133
Second, the studies overstate winter resource adequacy risk by assuming that
demand response will continue to be summer-focused even though the Companies have
identified more resource adequacy risk in the winter.134

Witness Wilson’s report

demonstrates that if the Companies were to assume equal levels of demand response in
winter and summer, most of the hours with load loss would be in the summer rather than
winter.135 Third, the studies improperly layer greatly overstated “economic load forecast
uncertainty” on top of the weather-related load distribution.136 Fourth, the studies use
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inaccurate assumptions regarding operating reserves during brief load spikes on
extremely cold winter morning.137
Combined, these flaws result in the Solar Capacity Value Study significantly
overstating winter resource adequacy risks relative to summer, and inappropriately
allocating 100% and 90% of loss of load risk to winter in DEP and DEC respectively.138
The Companies’ proposed avoided capacity rate designs provided in the Rate Design
stipulation, which are derived from this flawed analysis, are similarly inaccurate.139
A.

Impact of Extreme Cold on Load

The Solar Capacity Value Study and RA Studies rely on a flawed approach to
extrapolating the relationship between temperature and load at very low temperatures that
causes winter resource adequacy risk to be significantly overstated. Witness Wilson’s
primary critique of the studies is that the Companies’ inappropriately use a linear
equation to extrapolate to extremely cold temperatures, when at low temperatures, the
relationship between temperature and load is much weaker than the linear extrapolation
suggests.140
In the 2016 IRP Order the Commission recognized Witness Wilson’s report in
determining that that the “DEC load forecast may be too high.”141 The Commission also
recognized the Public Staff’s conclusion that the Companies’ current equations may not
be accurately capturing customer responses to abnormally cold conditions.142
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The

Commission directed the Companies to work with the Public Staff to resolve these issues,
but the Joint Report produced by Duke Energy and the Public Staff at the conclusion of
their discussions did not address the inaccuracy of the regressions used in the RA Studies.
Instead, the Joint Report merely noted that “after meeting with the Company, the Public
Staff was satisfied that this approach was reasonable.”143
Witness Wilson updated his analysis for the 2018 IRP proceeding and this
proceeding, with an additional three years of data, and again determined that the majority
of winter LOLE identified by the Companies is based on a highly simplified and
inaccurate assumption about how loads would increase due to extreme temperatures.144
These assumptions continue to overstate load under extreme cold temperatures, inflate
winter risk and reserve margins, and skew the Companies’ avoided capacity weightings.
The Companies failed to meaningfully engage with Witness Wilson’s critiques, merely
referencing the Joint Report Duke Energy and the Public Staff submitted in response to
the Commission’s 2017 IRP.145 But neither the Joint Report nor the December 2017
Presentation attached to the Joint Report substantively addressed this issue.146

The

additional three years of data included in Witness Wilson’s analysis in this docket
provide further support for the conclusion that the extrapolation greatly overstated load at
the most extreme cold temperatures. There is no information on the record for this
proceeding that substantively rebuts these concerns.
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B.

Demand Response Assumptions

The Solar Capacity Value Study and RA Studies also overstate winter resource
adequacy risk by assuming that demand response will continue to be summer-focused
even though the Companies have identified more resource adequacy risk in the winter,
and substantial winter demand response potential. Historically, the Companies were
summer-peaking, with loss of load risk concentrated in the summer period. As a result,
the Companies have designed their demand response programs to reduce demand on the
hottest days of the summer, and now have roughly twice as much demand response
available in summer as in winter. Since the Companies have, in recent years, identified
more resource adequacy risk in winter than in summer, it is unreasonable for demand
response efforts to continue to be so disproportionately geared towards reducing demand
on summer days, and to neglect opportunities to reduce peak winter loads.147
Further developing winter demand response could have a dramatic impact.
Witness Wilson found that if winter demand response was brought up to the summer
level, DEP and DEC would have significantly more summer hours with load loss than
winter hours.148 Instead of acknowledging the significant impact that additional winter
demand response could have on seasonal capacity weightings, the Companies
mischaracterized Witness Wilson’s report as stating that “demand response winter
assumptions should be brought up to the summer level,” and then listed all the reasons
that achieving total demand response parity between the seasons would be challenging.149
SACE has not proposed a specific level of winter demand response, and has not specified
147
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parity between the seasons as a requirement. However, the Companies are currently not
considering any changes to their demand response programs.150 Given that the
Companies’ 2016 analysis shows that the technical and economic potential for residential
winter demand response exceeds 2,300 for both DEC and DEP,151 the Companies’ failure
to consider any changes in their demand response programs that increase winter demand
response is unreasonable.
C.

Economic Load Forecast Uncertainty

The Companies’ RA Studies and Solar Capacity Value Study greatly overstate
“economic load forecast uncertainty,” leading to inflated loss of load risk year-round.
Witness Wilson raised this concern regarding economic load forecast uncertainty in the
Companies’ RA Studies in the 2016 IRP proceedings.152 In its 2016 IRP Order, the
Commission expressed that it shared SACE and the Public Staff’s concerns “on issues
related to statistical and economic forecasting practices” and that “DEC’s load forecast
may be higher than reasonably justified.”153 Therefore, the Commission directed the
Companies to work with the Public Staff to address these concerns.154 In the 2016 IRP
docket, the Public Staff and the Companies were ultimately unable to reach agreement on
issues related to economic load forecast uncertainty.155 In this docket, after numerous
private discussions between the Companies, Astrapé, and the Public Staff, the Public
Staff has accepted the Companies’ economic load forecast uncertainty assumptions and
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the proposed seasonal allocation weightings and capacity payment hour designations that
result from them.156
Having reached agreement with the Public Staff, the Companies have declined to
directly respond to Witness Wilson’s specific critiques of their load forecast uncertainty
methodology. For example, the Companies do not rebut Witness Wilson’s assertion that
it was inappropriate to use 3-year load forecast uncertainty or that Astrapé’s symmetric
load forecast error distribution misrepresents the Congressional Budget Office’s (“CBO”)
forecast errors and associated load forecast errors.157 In particular, Witness Wilson
testified that “the 2016 RA Studies assign almost 32% probability to under-forecast errors
whose magnitude (+4% or +2%, in load forecast terms) never occurred even once in 30
years, according to the CBO data the distribution was purportedly based upon.”158 The
Companies appear to believe that since Witness Wilson has consistently put forth the
same critiques in the 2016 IRP proceeding and this proceeding, it is unnecessary to
respond to them in detail.159 But the Commission’s 2016 IRP order required that the
concerns discussed in Witness Wilson’s report be acknowledged and fully addressed in
future proceedings.160 The Companies have failed to do so.
D.

Operating Reserve Assumptions during Rare Cold-Weather Demand
Spikes

The RA Studies also exaggerate winter risk through unreasonable operating
reserve assumptions under winter extreme load conditions. Witness Wilson’s Report
156
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found that for both DEC and DEP, approximately 60% of annual load loss hours occurred
on brief load spikes on very cold winter mornings, with the majority of these outages
lasting one or two hours.161 During these events, system operators know that loads will
soon decline and that such a substantial amount of reserve is not needed at that time,
therefore the operators would very likely choose to go somewhat short on those reserves
rather than call for firm load curtailment. The modeling assumption that operators would
hold this large amount of resource, causing firm load curtailment, is not realistic.162 In
contrast, summer peaks typically occur over multiple hours with load levels changing
relatively slowly, so this adopted operating reserve assumptions is more likely reasonable
for summer periods.163 As a result of this flaw in the winter assumptions, the operating
reserve assumptions used in the 2016 RA Studies, and incorporated in the Solar Capacity
Value Study are unreasonable and further exaggerate winter risk.
E.

The Commission Should Reject the Seasonal Capacity Weightings
and Capacity Rates in the Rate Design Stipulation

The Solar Capacity Value Study and the RA Studies it relies upon are premised on
the unreasonable assumptions detailed above.

In the 2016 IRP proceeding, the

Commission recognized the problematic nature of these assumptions and ordered the
Companies to work towards resolving these issues. Two years later, Duke Energy has
failed to improve its assumptions about the relationship between temperature and load at
161
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extreme temperatures, seasonal demand response, economic load uncertainty, and
deployment of operating reserves during rare cold-weather demand spikes.

The

Commission took notice of this fact in its Order Accepting Integrated Resource Plans
And Reps Compliance Plans, Scheduling Oral Argument, and Requiring Additional
Analyses in the E-100, Sub 157 proceeding (“2018 IRP Order”), in which it declined to
accept “some of the underlying assumptions upon which DEC’s and DEP’s IRPs are
based, the sufficiency or adequacy of the models employed, or the resource needs
identified and scheduled in the IRPs beyond 2020.”164 The Commission’s 2018 IRP
Order also scheduled an oral argument for January 8, 2020, to further consider Witness
Wilson’s concerns regarding Duke Energy’s load forecasts and reserve margins.165
The seasonal capacity allocations and capacity value attributed to QFs in the
avoided cost rates proposed in this proceeding rest on problematic assumptions that the
Commission declined to accept in the 2018 IRP Order. Therefore, SACE respectfully
urges the Commission to reject the Rate Design Stipulation entered into by Duke Energy
and the Public Staff. Specifically, the Commission should reject the portion of the Rate
Design Stipulation that provides “it is reasonable and appropriate for the Companies’
seasonal and hourly allocations of capacity payments to be based on the loss of load risk
identified in the Astrapé Solar Capacity Value Study.”166
Because the Commission has determined that it will review issues related to the
problematic RA Studies and Solar Capacity Value Study, setting a January 2020 date for
164
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oral argument, SACE urges the Commission to disallow Duke Energy’s seasonal capacity
allocation proposals in the current proceeding. SACE has consistently raised concerns
about the analysis and results from these studies, which underpin the seasonal weightings
that Duke Energy advanced in this docket as well as the previous Sub 148 avoided cost
proceeding. Considering the Commission's decision in the IRP proceeding to review the
assumptions in these studies, it would be appropriate for the Commission to require DEP
and DEC to temporarily revert to their previous seasonal allocations approved in the Sub
140 proceeding, which did not rely upon the flawed studies at issue in this proceeding
and the 2018 IRP proceeding.167
SACE further urges the Commission to instruct the Companies to study the
relationship between extreme cold conditions and loads; research the drivers of sharp
winter load spikes under extreme cold conditions and develop programs for mitigating
these rare and brief spikes; research the potential for load forecast errors due to economic
and demographic forecast error; and use the results of this research to inform the
assumptions used in future resource adequacy studies.
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VI.

THE UTILITIES’ PROPOSALS REGARDING BATTERY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
CONFLICT WITH THE STATE’S POLICY OF ENCOURAGING ALTERNATIVE
ENERGY AND CARBON REDUCTION AND VIOLATE THE PLAIN LANGUAGE OF
EXISTING PPAS
Battery storage technology has uncontroverted and enormous potential to directly

address many of the concerns that Utilities have expressed regarding solar power
integration to the electricity grid.168 As prices for energy storage continue to decline, we
have reached a critical moment for harnessing this potential and encouraging private
investment in storage that will ultimately benefit ratepayers. Battery storage will enhance
the utility and capability of our renewable energy portfolio, in particular to help avoid or
defer future fossil-fuel based electricity generation.169 Additional benefits include bulk
energy time shifting, peak capacity deferral, solar clipping, flexible ramping, frequency
regulation, voltage support and control, circuit upgrade or capacity deferral, transmission
investment deferral, and transmission congestions relief.170
Despite this enormous potential, the Utilities seek in this proceeding to
completely halt private investments in battery storage by independent power producers.
The Utilities’ proposal to terminate any existing PPA if storage is added to the facility—
even when the storage will not exceed the maximum AC capacity of the system—directly
contradicts the State’s public policy of encouraging alternative energy resources and
carbon reduction. Moreover, this proposal runs contrary to the terms of existing PPAs.
The Utilities’ proposals should be rejected.
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A.

To Capitalize on the Many Benefits of Battery Storage, Barriers to
Adoption Should be Eliminated

All parties agree that when properly deployed, battery storage provides
considerable benefits.171 The benefits of battery storage are broadly recognized and
discussed extensively in the 2018 Energy Storage Options for North Carolina Study
discussed by NCSEA Witness Norris.172 SACE Witness Glick also discussed the benefits
of battery storage, and the ways in which QFs can use battery-enabled smoothing and
shifting to increase their value to the grid.173

Both NCSEA and SACE witnesses

explained the many ways in which battery storage adoption, and solar-plus-storage
facilities in particular, will benefit ratepayers.174 For example, when the utilities operate
an expensive peaking resource or invest capital in a new peaking resources, the costs and
any associated future risks are typically passed on to the ratepayers, but when battery
storage is added to an existing QF, the ratepayer gains the peaking capacity for at most
the incremental cost of the peak versus off-peak avoided cost rate.175

As NCSEA

Witness Witness Norris concluded, “North Carolina ratepayers will benefit if barriers are
removed to the addition of battery storage.”176
Duke Energy Witness Snider also acknowledged that if properly designed,
installed, and operated, battery storage can eliminate the integration impacts that the
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proposed solar integration charge is intended to address (smoothing).177 Witness Snider
stated that adding battery storage to a solar facility allows the facility to shift production
of electricity to more valuable peak times (shifting).178 Witness Snider further stated that
it is important to incentivize the use of battery storage, so long that it is done at the proper
avoided cost rates; and that there should not be any unnecessary barriers that prevent the
appropriate deployment of energy storage.179
SACE agrees. Yet, despite recognizing many of the benefits of battery storage,
and the importance of incentivizing the adoption of battery storage, Duke Energy’s
proposed Terms and Conditions will create a significant, unnecessary barrier to the
adoption of battery storage going forward. Specifically, Duke Energy’s proposed Terms
and Conditions provide that the addition of any battery storage to an existing QF
constitutes a “material alteration” that, absent the Companies’ consent, constitutes a
breach of the QF’s existing PPA.180,181
As Witness Snider admits, the proposed “material alteration” language would
create a “strong disincentive” for a QF seeking to add battery storage to a facility, since it
would require the QF to forfeit the higher avoided cost rates included in its PPA.182
Under the Companies’ proposed Terms and Conditions, QFs would be prohibited from
adapting to changing technology and maximizing their value to the grid. Duke Energy’s
177
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position that any committed QF that seeks to add battery storage must terminate its PPA
will have the practical effect of “wholly obstruct[ing] the addition of energy storage
resources” to QFs in North Carolina,183 and leaving value “on the table” for QFs and
ratepayers alike.184 The only beneficiary of Duke Energy’s restrictive battery storage
proposals are the Companies’ shareholders, who will benefit from the Companies’
continued investment in expensive peaking resources in lieu of cheaper, more flexible
solar plus battery storage QFs.
B.

The Utilities’ Proposal to Terminate Any Existing PPA When Storage
is Added Contradicts the Terms of Existing PPAs

In addition to being bad public policy, the Companies’ proposals, applied to
existing PPA contracts, violate fundamental principles of contract law. Contrary to the
Utilities’ claims in this proceeding, they do not have a contractual right to terminate
existing QF PPAs solely because battery storage is added to a QF.
1.

The Utilities’ proposals contradict the plain language of the
existing PPAs

The PPAs at issue are primarily those approved in the E-100 Sub 136 and 140
proceedings.185 Those contracts do not include any limitations on the addition of battery
storage nor do they include any limitations regarding production profiles of the QF that
may be shifted or smoothed by the addition of storage. By the plain language of the
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PPAs, the addition of storage does not constitute a breach of the contract warranting
termination.
Additional terms in the existing PPAs support the position that storage can be
added to existing QF projects. In contract law, the inclusion of one item in a contract
implies the exclusion of all others.186 To that end, the existing PPAs do include a
provision that certain modifications—changes to the facility’s contract capacity,
generating capacity, or estimated annual kWh energy production— could potentially
trigger either breach and therefore termination, or require a new PPA.187

As

Commissioner Clodfelter raised at the hearing, the Companies’ overbroad definition of a
“material alteration” would encompass the addition of battery storage to an existing QF
that does not impact any of these contract terms.188 The plain language of the contracts
permits a QF to add battery storage so long as the provisions above are not breached. In
particular, battery storage may be used to shift the QF’s generation profile or smooth
energy output without being forced to give up its existing PPA.
Finally, even if the terms of the existing PPA contracts were unclear—which they
are not—it is a longstanding rule of contract interpretation that when the plain language
of a contract is unclear, the contract will be construed against the drafter, in this case,
Duke Energy and Dominion Energy North Carolina.189
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2.

The Companies’ attempt to introduce evidence external to existing
contracts violates the parol evidence rule

Duke Energy attempts to introduce evidence external to the PPA in order to
support its unreasonable reading of the contract terms. But this parol evidence is not
admissible to supply the terms of a fully integrated contract, such as the existing PPAs.190
The PPA is a fully integrated contract. The PPA contains all of the essential
terms of the agreement between Duke and a QF, including the nature and extent of
services to be provided, the place where the services will be provided, the beginning and
end dates, and the amount of compensation to be paid.191 Furthermore, the PPA and
Terms and Conditions for the Purchase of Electrical Power state that the PPA consists of
the PPA, the Company’s Rate Schedule PP, and the Terms and Conditions.192 The
parties clearly intended that these three documents—the PPA, Schedule, and Terms and
Conditions—would govern all of the obligations between the parties and set forth the
entire agreement. Therefore the PPA is an integrated contract and no external evidence is
admissible to establish contradictory or additional terms.
Duke Energy repeatedly attempts to introduce evidence external to the contract in
order to change the plain meaning of the PPA. Witness Wheeler testified in great detail
about how the Companies set a levelized rate based on the expectation that the generation
profile of a contracted QF will maintain stable.193 Witness Wheeler also testified that the
Companies rely on the facility information included in the terms of the Certificate of
Public Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”) which a QF must obtain in order to be
190
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eligible for PPA.194

But neither Duke Energy’s practices regarding the setting of

levelized rates nor the terms of the CPCN are included in the fully integrated PPA
contract.195 Nowhere in the PPA does it state that changes to the CPCN materially breach
the terms of the PPA contract. In fact, the PPA does not even reference the facility
information as presented in the CPCN.196 Furthermore, even if the CPCN’s terms were
integrated into the PPA contract—and they are not—there is no evidence that battery
storage equipment even requires a CPCN.197 The plain language of the PPA permits QFs
to add battery storage that does not change the QF’s maximum annual energy production
value. Duke Energy’s attempts to introduce external evidence to contradict the plain
language of the contract are barred by the parol evidence rule. For all of the reasons
enumerated above, the Commission should reject the Utilities’ efforts to prevent the
addition of battery storage to QFs under existing contract terms.

VII.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons described above, SACE respectfully requests that the Commission

reject Duke Energy’s (1) proposed Solar Integration Charge, (2) proposed capacity rate
design and seasonal weighing allocations, and (3) “material alterations” language in the
proposed Terms and Conditions. SACE further urges the Commission to reject Duke
Energy and the Public Staff’s April 18, 2019 Stipulation of Partial Settlement regarding
Rate Design and May 21, 2019 Stipulation of Partial Settlement Regarding Solar
Integration Charge.
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Respectfully submitted, this 4th day of September, 2019.

/s/ Lauren Bowen
Lauren Bowen, N.C. Bar No. 48835
Maia Hutt, N.C. Bar No. 53764
Southern Environmental Law Center
601 West Rosemary Street, Suite 220
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
Telephone: (919) 967-1450
Fax: (919) 929-9421
lbowen@selcnc.org
mhutt@selcnc.org
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